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Aiming to refute the untranslatability statement and to assess the translation quality data one
of the hardest in terms of translation poetic genre limerick original texts and their foreign language
interpretations have been analyzed and image transformations with the help of which each translation
was completed have been considered.
The strategic essence of poetic translation is viewed here through the prisms of poem structure
transformation and poem translation process is considered to be its macroimage structure
reimplementation by the target language means through the structure image components linguistic,
hierarchy and extra linguistic contextual relationship reconstruction.
Originality. The originality of the present article is seen in the analysis of a poem as
macroimage, which has been carried out on the basis of limerick original texts and their foreign
language interpretations. The author studies ways of rendering in translation of the content and form
building images which constitute a macroimage.
Conclusion. Having denied the considerations of artistic work untranslatability idea adepts
the author of this article is confident in the fact that untranslatability statement has been objected by
life itself in the form of modern translation practice.
The multiple poems translations analysis has proved that adequate translation of poetry is
possible, and its adequacy depends on several factors such as translation pragmatic aim,
translation strategy, which has been chosen, etc. And this objective is achieved not by means of
harmonious interaction.
Key words: translatability; untranslatability; language asymmetry; culture discrepancies;
content and form harmony; image transformation; multiple sense; image structure; image entirety;
macroimage; adequate translation; poetic translation; limerick.
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(The Purloined Letter
lynx eye

His lynx eye immediately perceives the
paper, recognizes the handwriting of the address, observes the confusion of the personage
addressed, and fathoms her secret (Poe) (2, 27 3) //
perceives,

The Skylight Room)

68

7

the pack of hounds

the curiosity chase

The ambulance physician strode with his burden through the pack of hounds that follow the
curiosity chase, and even they fell back along the sidewalk abashed, for his face was that of one
who bears his own dead (O Henry) (1, 20)

to fashion the
expression of a face
thoughts or
sentiments arise in my mind or heart
I fashion the expression of my face, as accurately as possible, in accordance
with the expression of his, and then wait to see what thoughts or sentiments arise in my mind
or heart (Poe) (2, 279 )
,

the world
You surprise me I said
these opinions, which have been contradicted by the voice of the world (Poe) (2, 280)

by

I felt that this whole train of thought would necessarily pass
through the mind of the Minister. It would imperatively lead him to despise all the ordinary
nooks of concealment (Poe) (2, 281) //
,
,
,
,
.
( ) (3, 8)
nd
nooks of
concealment

The Gift of the Magi
They were
expensive combs, she knew, and her heart had simply craved and yearned over them without
the least hope of possession (O. Henry) (1, 5)
.
.
her heart had simply
craved and yearned over them
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you gasped, you looked up as from a
well and breathed once more. Through the glass of the little skylight you saw a square of
blue infinity (O. Henry) (1, 16) //
,
,
,
:
(
) (4, 16),
a square of blue
infinity

There was no world about her (O. Henry) (1, 19) //
there was no world about her

a dreadful peal
of thunder shook the house (O. Wilde) (5, 48) //
a dreadful peal of thunder shook the
house

The "Dillingham" had been flung to the
breeze during a former period of prosperity when its possessor was being paid $30 per week.
Now, when the income was shrunk to $20, though, they were thinking seriously of
contracting to a modest and unassuming D (O. Henry) (1, 1)

The
Prefect appeared absolutely thunder stricken (Poe) (2, 287)

And when she went out in
the morning, instead of working, she went from office to office and let her heart melt
away in the drip of cold refusals transmitted through insolent office boys (O Henry) (1,
19)
.
heart melt away in the drip of cold refusals
drip

70

her

7

his fatness hovered above her like an
avalanche
As she stepped into the hall Mr. Hoover met her and seized his
chance. He asked her to marry him, and his fatness hovered above her like an avalanche
(O Henry) (1, 19) //
,
.
(
) (4, 19).
She was sunk in a pit of blackness, with but that small square of pallid light framing the star
that she had so whimsically and oh, so ineffectually named (O Henry) (1, 19) //
She
was sunk in a pit of blackness

He stopped and let loose the
practised scalpel of his tongue, not loudly. Gradually Mrs. Parker crumpled as a stiff garment
that slips down from a nail. Ever afterward there remained crumples in her mind and body
(O Henry) (1, 20) //
,
,
.
,
,
.
,
(
scalpel of his tongue

Mrs. Parker crumpled as a stiff garment that slips down
from a nail
there remained crumples in her mind and
body

1.
2012.
3
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METAPHOR TRANSFORMATIONS IN UKRAINIAN
TRANSLATIONS OF LITERARY FICTION
Abstract. Introduction. Metaphor has been widely discussed within the discipline of
translation studies, predominantly with respect to equivalent and adequate translation. It has been
argued that metaphors can as much widely become a translation problem, since transferring them
from one language and culture to another one may be hampered by linguistic and cultural differences
that normally produce quite a number of other conceptual and translating procedures. The latter
should be rather thoroughly regarded through the concept of classified metaphor changes such as the
loss of metaphor (demetaphoric change), the appearance of metaphor (re-metaphoric change), and
transmetaphoric substitution of the metaphor donor zone (the vision promoted by Prof.
O. Selivanova). The paper contains the analysis of those changes and their translation viewed
interpretation illustrated by fragments from literary fiction.
Purpose. The paper is aimed at illustrating the metaphoric translation methods viewed
through the classification introduced by Prof. O. O. Selivanova to differentiate the means of
substituting metaphors within denotative contents changes in translating.
Methods. The article applies the contrastive methods to establish the differences in form and
contents of the two-language comparative analysis, as well as descriptive passages, to fuller explain
and provide the illustrative items.
Results. Metaphors as well as other denotative semantic instruments appear to be represented
in the specially schemed and classified transformational units most of which are common in the
literary texts and are to be fully re-created in the translations. Those transformations are
correspondingly exposed as metaphorical and metonymical ones, enabling to preserve the actual
imagery potential of the translation contrasting with that of the original text.
Originality. The transformation processes are regarded in a new perspective, that of a new
approach to the problems of equivalence and adequate translation in the literary context, being
supported with modern views on lingual and cognitive phenomena in the evolving communicative
activity throughout the global functional and translating practices.
Conclusion. Functional and stylistic equivalence is obviously perceived to be achieved
through numerous translation devices including metaphorical transformations associated with several
types of changes, most of which lie within the inner and contextual meaning of the lexical units in
imagery of the text.
Key words: metaphor; literary fiction; translation equivalency; demetaphoric change;
remetaphoric substitution; transmetaphoric change; donor zone; recipient; text imagery.
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